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Abstract:This study has been undertaken to investigate the importance of positive
thinking in the success of business. This theoretical research will help manager in
different aspects like importance of positivity, it also help in handling different
situation in business, critical business problems can solve easily and also suggest
what happen if negativity comes in business.
Key Terms: - Positivity, Importance of Positive Thinking, Impact of Positive
Thinking, How it will helpful in business.
Introduction:To achieve success in business, you must have positive attitude with positive
thinking. As per different scientific research positive thinking people become more
successful in business.
Benefits of Positive Thinking in Business:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Positive thinkers have ability to solve problems.
Positive thinkers have more energy
Positive builds resilience
Positive thinking improves decision Making
Positivity is infectious in the workplace.
Positive Thinking promote positive attitude

Tips to Build Positive Attitude:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Always stay with open minded
Know yourself; and release all your negativity
Stay Flexible and self-charge
Always focus on goals
Make your negativity your strength.
Always ready to take responsibility
Do all work with proper planning
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8. Involve others by taking their help
9. Always say Thanks after completion of work
10. Do not try to copy others.
11. Always focus on self-work.
1. Always stay with open minded:-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Studies show that negative thoughts can narrow your focus, preventing you from
recognizing good ideas that may be able to help.Instead of being quick to dismiss
new possibilities, stay open minded to them and it’ll be easier to keep a positive
mindset about things that may be able to help you.
Know yourself; and release all your negativity:If you allow yourself to dwell on the negative, habitual skepticism will run your
life and influence your decisions. It’s hard, if not impossible, to build success
when you’ve resigned yourself to negativity. The first step is to let your negativity
go and focus on the affirmative. You can start doing this by deliberately and
frequently centering your thoughts on things that make you happy. Stop letting
negatives limit your potential and drag you down. Start consciously taking a
different approach to your thinking. One simple tip is to spend a moment calming
your mind when you’re feeling frazzled, stressed or distracted. Take a few deep
breaths, and empty your mind of negative thoughts. Focus on filling your lungs
with air. Now you’re ready for a positive reboot.
Stay Flexible and self-charge:As a businessman you must be flexible thinks sometime happen as per
your way and sometime not, so be flexible always accept outcome
whatever it may be. You must be self-charge as a leader and as a
businessman you must be a self- charge.
Always focus on Goals:You have to focus on your end goal. What at the end you want to
achieve must be on your mind, if you can do so then it will help to
make your mind positive.
Make your negativity your strength:If you want to become success always try to make your negativity
your biggest strength. If you control your negativity no one can
beat you.
Always ready to take responsibility:To develop positive environment one of the best exercise is always
be ready to take responsibility.
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Conclusion: Here at the end I conclude that if any researcher or businessman used above techniques in their
research or in their business then definitely they will get success.
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